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Creating Your Vision Board
A vision board is an opportunity to create a visual representation for what you want to manifest in your 
life. It is sometimes referred to as a treasure map, visual explorer, or creativity collage. 

A basic physical vision board can be built on paper, cardboard, poster board, or canvas. To that, you attach 
images, words, and patterns from magazines and newspapers that illustrate your desires. The physical 
action of searching for, collecting, cutting, and pasting these visual assets and organizing them in one 
place becomes a powerful promise or motivation tool  you can use to manifest what you want to happen 
in your life.
 
It takes intention, purpose, and action to manifest a dream, and creating a vision board is one of the first 
steps in organizing your thoughts in order to create an action plan for changing your life.

Martha Beck, life coach and longtime contributor to O magazine, says: “To really work, a vision board has 
to come not from your culture, but from your primordial, non-social self—the genetically unique animal/
angel that contains your innate preferences. When you start assembling pictures that appeal to this deep 
self, you unleash one of the most powerful forces on our planet: human imagination.”

To create your vision board you will need:

Supplies:

• Magazines and Newspapers
• Poster Board, Cardboard, Paper, or Canvas 
• Scissors
• Glue or Tape 
• Markers and Pens

Set aside some time when you can be alone, and find a quiet peaceful spot away from the stress and 
distractions of your daily life. Turn off your phone, computer, television, and sit in a comfortable position 
connecting with your thoughts, and focus on how you want to change your life. 

Make a list of the things that you would like to change and bring into your life.

Flip through the magazines and newspapers looking for pictures and words that represent the things on 
your list. Notice when an image triggers a physical reaction in you: a strong heartbeat, a slight gasp, an 
oooh! Ahhh!, or Yes! and cut out these images. Don’t self censor. You can always go back through the pile 
of images you’ve selected and remove any images that don’t feel quite right before you attach them to 
your board.

Arrange the images into groups, and glue or tape them to your board in a pattern that feels empowering 
to you. You might notice a theme developing, ideas coming to mind, or emotions swelling. Perhaps the 
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board looks like something you’ve seen in your mind before. If words or phrases come to mind that feel 
right write them on the board next to the images or phrases you’ve clipped to complete your vision. 
For example, you might write “Master Organic Gardener”, “More Time With Family”, “Joy”, “Happiness”, 
“Balance”.

Throughout the process of creating your vision board, notice the visceral reactions swirling within you. 
When the board matches what you’re feeling, place your vision board in a place where you can look at it 
every day in order to focus on it, and mindfully set intentions to take action in order to make your vision 
your reality. By keeping your vision board in the front of your mind, you can seize every opportunity to 
create the life you want.
 
“You are never given a wish without also being given the power to make it true. You may have to work at it, 
however.” – Richard Bach
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